Welcome to Learning Adventureland!

We warmly welcomed Casey as our parent volunteer. She will organizing all of our classroom events!

In class, we have been talking about respect and how that looks in the classroom and at home. Every week the students will be given a, "secret mission", where they have to do something nice for someone. This week’s mission is acts of kindness.

Thank you for continued support. This is going to be a great year! The students have been working very diligently and I am very proud of them.

Calendar of Events

- September 16, Dad and Donuts- 7:40-8:10am
- September 18, Field Trip to the Molly Brown House 8:30am-1pm
- September 27, Early Dismissal 1pm

- Wednesdays, 8:40-9:10: School chapel—Parents always welcome!
Third Grade Weekly Synopsis
6th Week of School

Topics of learning for Sept. 16-20

**Christian Learning:** How does the Holy Spirit bring us faith?

**English/Reading:** How do landmarks help us understand our county’s story? Predicates; Main Idea and key details; multiple-meaning words; simple and compound sentences; sentence fluency

**Writing:** Personal Narrative/Reading Response

**Handwriting:** Review manuscript/Cursive

**Math:** Review addition, missing addends, sequences, place value, ordinal numbers, subtraction, money

**Social Studies:** Our Environment; Map Skills; weather

---

**Memory Verse: September 20**

All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness. 2 Timothy 3:16

Verses may be recited separately. Verses may be recited before Friday.

---

**Spelling Unit 1.5**

**Long o words**

Test September 20
1. coast
2. float
3. toad
4. coal
5. goes
6. gold
7. sold
8. scold
9. slope
10. broke
11. note
12. bowl
13. slow
14. show
15. foe
16. program
17. frozen

**High Frequency Words**

1. open
2. prettiest
3. too
4. exciting